
The Night Sky in November, 2020

The Sun and Moon

Welcome to the November Newsletter. This month will be a busy month for events in the night 
sky?  There will be a Full Moon on November 30th and this is known as the “Beaver Moon” 
since beavers build their winter dams at this time of year. There will be a New Moon on 
November 16th  and so the middle of the month will be the darkest time for stargazing. 

On November 1st the Sun will rise at 07:10 GMT and set at 17.56. By the end of the month 
sunrise will be at 07:36 and sunset at 17:41 GMT. However, the most interesting thing about 
the Sun is that it is becoming more active. The Sun usually goes through an 11 year cycle of 
magnetic activity from solar minimum when there are very few sunspots visible on its disc, to 
solar maximum when there are many sunspots. But in recent years the Sun has been getting less
active every year. This has led some solar scientists to think that we may be heading for another
Maunder Minimum which can trigger a mini ice age when temperatures in the Northern 
Hemisphere fail to rise above freezing for many years. According to the experts, the Sun has 
just started Cycle 25 and the solar maximum is expected in the summer of 2025 when it is 
predicted that there will 115 sunspots. This is similar to the maximum in Cycle 24 when there 
were 114 sunspots. It is early days yet but it is expected that in the next 5 years there will be an 
increasing number of sunspots on the Sun's disc which will be good news for solar observers.

The Planets

I hope that some of you have managed to see Mars recently. It is rising in the east at around 
18:00 and is a stunning sight. I don't think I have ever seen it so red. It was at opposition on 
October 13th when it was on the opposite side of the Earth from the Sun. However it was at its 
closest to Earth on October 6th when it was at its brightest and best. It is fading slowly now but 
it is still a beautiful sight even with the naked eye or binoculars. Note that planets are not as big 
as people expect and are often thought to be very bright stars. But if you look closely you can 
see that a planet has a definite disc and is not a pinpoint of light like a star is. The star chart 
below shows the sky in the southeast over Oxfordshire at 20:00 on November 1st. As the night 
wears on, Mars will move from the east to the southeast and will get higher in the sky before 
setting in the west later. You can see it below in the southeast in the constellation of Pisces.
 



There are a number of other interesting sights in the chart above. To the right of Mars is 
Neptune in the constellation of Aquarius. To the left of it is Uranus in the constellation of 
Aries. Unfortunately there is a bright Moon nearby which will spoil the show. To the left of the
Moon you can see the Pleiades, a beautiful cluster of stars known as the Seven Sisters.

The star chart below shows what you will see if you look towards the southwest at around the 
same time. There you can see both Jupiter and Saturn about to set in the in the constellation of
Sagittarius.

A new image of Jupiter has been taken by the Hubble telescope as seen below. It looks 
stunningly beautiful. The Moon to the left of it is Europa. 



The motivation for taking this image was to study the changes that are taking place in the 
Jovian atmosphere. The most famous feature in the atmosphere is the Great Red Spot (GRS) 
which is a large anticyclone. In my talks, I have been saying for many years now that it is so 
large that 3 Earths could fit inside it. But this is no longer the case since it is getting smaller. 
The diameter has decreased from 40,000 kilometres in the late 1800s, to just over16,500 kms in
2015. Last year, pieces of its cloud layers started breaking away from the edge but this has now 
slowed down. Its diameter now is 15,800 kms which is still greater than Earth's diameter of 
12,742 kms but not enough to accommodate 3 Earths! Just below the GRS is another huge 
storm which was originally white. In 2006 it turned red and then reverted back to white as 
shown in the above image. However in this image there are signs that it may be turning red 
again. Finally in Jupiter's northern tropical zone there is another huge storm brewing and it is 
moving through the atmosphere at 560 kms per hour! Is this going to form a new red spot to 
rival the GRS? The answer is we don't know but many planetary scientists and amateur 
observers will be fascinated to watch it and see what happens.

The following star chart shows the morning sky in the east at 07:00 on November 10th. There 
you can see that Venus is a dazzling sight in the morning just before sunrise. Mercury is often 
a difficult planet to spot since it is small and low in the sky. However November 10th is a good 
time to try to see it since it is at its greatest western elongation. This means that is at its 
furthest from the Sun in the west of its orbit. You can see it in the star chart just below Venus. 
Both planets are in the constellation of Virgo.
 

 
Meteor Showers

This month there are two meteor showers to look out for. On November 11th/12th we have the 
Northern Taurids and on the 17th /18th are the Leonids.  Fortunately, since the New Moon is 
on the 16th neither of these showers will be spoilt by moonlight. Many of you will know that 
although meteors in any given shower appear all over the sky, if you trace them back to their 
origin they all appear to come from the same point. This point is called the radiant and the 
name given to the shower is the name of the nearest constellation to the radiant. So the Taurids 
meteor shower's radiant is close to the constellation of Taurus the Bull. The peak of the 



shower will be around 5am on November 11th /12th  but meteors can be seen from October 19th 
until December 9th . The star chart below shows the sky in the east at 21:00 on November 11th. 
You can see that Taurus is just rising and the radiant of the Taurids is between Taurus and the 
Pleiades. Taurids are slow meteors and you can expect only around 5 meteors per hour.

The radiant of the Leonids can be found in the Sickle asterism. This is the famous backwards 
question mark which forms the head of the constellation of Leo the Lion. The star chart below 
shows the sky in the southeast at 05:00 on November 18th. Leo and its head can be seen in the 
centre of the chart. Leonid meteors are quite fast and you can expect as many as 10-15 meteors 
per hour. The meteors can be seen from November 5th – 29th. Meteor showers are formed when 
the Earth passes through a cloud of dust left by a comet. In the case of the Taurids the comet is 
29P/Encke and for the Leonids it is comet 55P/Tempel-Tuttle.

Astronomy for Dummies

I have received a question from Robert Hunter this month. 



“With yesterday's announcement that water has been found on the moon, the commentators 
have all been referring to the "permanently dark side of the moon" which has puzzled me. 
As the moon orbits the earth always showing the same face to the earth, and the earth and 
moon orbit the sun together, surely in their rotation all of the moon's surface will at some 
point be bathed in direct sunlight, as the other side of the moon will receive sunlight when 
the moon is between the earth and the sun during it's orbit.”

Robert is quite correct! The phrase “dark side of  the moon” is inaccurate. When the moon is 
between the earth and the sun, the back side is bathed in sunlight. Also there are times when we
can see part of the back side of the moon. This is because the moon wobbles on its axis which is
known as libration. Also the moon's orbit around the earth is elliptical not circular. When the 
moon is closest to the earth it rotates more slowly and this allows an additonal 8 degrees of the 
back side to be seen on the eastern side. When it is at it farthest from earth the moon rotates 
faster which allows an additional 8 degrees of the back side to be seen on the western side. 

Thank you for this question Robert.

Images of the Month

I have received an image from Roland Gooday again this month. Thank you for this Roland it is
magnificent!This image is of a spiral galaxy known as the Triangulum Galaxy. It is the third 
largest of the 54 galaxies which form our Local Group of galaxies. It is 2.73 million light years
away from Earth and is listed in the Messier catalogue as M33 and also in the New General 
Catalogue as NGC 598. It is one of the most distant objects that can be seen with the naked eye.
Roland took this image with his Celestron Edge HD 800 telescope and his Nikon D7200 
camera (unmodified). He mounted his telescope on an NEQ 6 PRO equatorial mount and also 
used a ZWO 60mm Guidescope. He took 62 exposures each of 180 secs. He then processed the 
images with Photoshop CC 2020, StarTools 1.7 and used DeepSkyStacker 4.2.3 to stack all the 
exposures together to produce the final image.



The start chart below shows you how to find the Triangulum galaxy. This shows the sky in the 
southeast at 21:00 on November 15th. In the top right of the chart you can see the Great Square
of Pegasus. Nearby to the left of this is the famous Andromeda galaxy. For those who don't 
know how to find this then first find the star Alpharatz which is the top left star in the Great 
Square. To the left of this you can see two lines of stars which form the wedge shaped 
constellation of Andromeda. Follow the bottom line of stars until you reach the bright star 
Mirach. Then go up to the bright star immediately above it in the upper line of stars. If you 
move the same distance above that you can find M31 the Andromeda galaxy. However if you 
move down below Mirach you will find M33 the Triangulum galaxy which is labelled in red in 
the chart below.

Constellation of the Month

In recent Newsletters I have been describing the circumpolar constellations. These 6 
constellations are close to the north pole and are in the sky all night and also all the year round. 
They are shown in the chart below. 



If we go round the pole in an anticlockwise direction starting at the top in the diagram, then at 
the top is Camelopardalis the Camel. Next to this is the W shaped constellation Cassiopeia 
and then Cepheus. Next is the meandering constellation of Draco the Dragon and finally Ursa
Major, the Great Bear. In the centre is the pole star Polaris and nearby is the constellation of 
Ursa Minor, the Little Bear. The other constellations in the chart, such as Lacerta, are not 
circumpolar. Draco and Camelopardalis are both very faint constellations so we can focus in on
the other 4. Note that as the night goes on these appear to us to be rotating round the pole and 
will seem to have a different orientation at different times. People wonder why the Plough is 
sometimes upside down and that is the reason! Before I move on I would like to say a word 
about Draco shown in the chart below. The snaking body of the dragon passes between Ursa 
Major and Ursa Minor. All of these stars are very faint but in the bottom left of the chart are 
four stars which form the head of the dragon. This is a famous asterism called the Lozenge. An
asterism is a distinctive bright pattern of stars which do not make a constellation. Astronomers 
find them very useful for finding their way around the night sky.

So far in these Newsletters, I have described Ursa Major, Ursa Minor, Cassiopeia and 
Cepheus.These are the 4 bright circumpolar constellations you should try to find first of all. 
This month I will show you how to star hop around the sky using the stars in the Plough as 
pointers as shown in the image below. You can find your way to the Pole Star and Ursa Minor 
by following the line upwards from the outer two stars of the bowl of the Plough. If you follow 
this line downwards you will reach the constellation of Leo the Lion. If you follow the stars in 
the handle of the Plough downwards, the first bright star you will come to is Arcturus in the 
constellation of Boőtes. Follow the line further down and you will encounter the bright star 
Spico in the constellation of Virgo. In the next few Newsletters I will concentrate on these 
constellations.



Now off to our friends in Dalian, China!

What's Up in Dalian, China?

As always, most of what I have written in the previous section applies to you. Since you are in 
the Northern Hemisphere, the sky you see is very similar to ours except that you are further 
south so you can see further down into the Southern Hemisphere. Also, objects that are low 
down on the horizon for us, are higher in the sky for you. This is a great advantage since they 
will be well above the horizon and will be clearer to see. Dalian time is 8 hours ahead of  
Greenwich Mean Time so you will see things before we do. The two star charts below show 
you what you will see at 20:00 on November 1st  if you look first in the southeast and then in the
southwest. In the image on the left you can see Mars and the Triangulum Galaxy. In the 
image on the right you can see Saturn and Jupiter close together in the constellation of 
Sagittarius. This is as described in the beginning of this Newsletter.

The following starchart shows you that you can see both Venus and Mercury in the morning 
sky as we can. The chart shows you the sky in the east on November 10th at 07:00.



Finally the two stars charts below show you that you too can see the Taurids and Leonids 
meteor showers. The chart on the left is the sky in the east at 21:00 on November 11th . The 
chart on the right shows the sky in the southeast at 05:00 on November 18th. I have highlighted 
the constellations of Taurus and Leo for you. This is where the meteors in each shower appear 
to be coming from.

Now to the Southern Hemisphere!

What's Up in the Southern Hemisphere?

The star chart below shows the sky in the northeast over Sydney at 20:00 on November 1st. 
There you can see Mars high in the sky in Pisces the Fish. Vertically below it is M33 the 
Triangulum Galaxy as described earlier. To the left of this is the constellation of Andromeda 
and to the left of that you will fnd M31 the Andromeda Galaxy. Above this is the Great 
Square of Pegasus. In the extreme right you can see a bright Moon with Uranus nearby. If you



move round to the west at around the same time then you will see that the constellation of 
Scorpius is about to set and to the right of it the constellation of Sagittarius. Above that you 
will find Saturn and Jupiter close together.

If you look in the east just before sunrise on November 11th  at around 04:30 you will be able to
see Venus and Mercury near the horizon as shown below. Above them to the left is a lovely 
crescent Moon in the constellation of Leo the Lion.This chart also shows you where to find the
Leonids at their peak on November 18th. The radiant is near the head of the lion which is the 
upside down question mark on the left of this image.

The chart below shows the sky over Sydney at 23:00 on November 11th. I have highlighted the 
constellation of Taurus for you. This is where the radiant of the Taurids meteor shower can be 
found.



I will finish by describing the constellation of Centaurus one of the three circumpolar 
constellations in the southern hemisphere. It is shown in the top left of the chart below. The star
chart below that shows the sky in the east over Sydney at 04:00 on November 18th . I have 
highlighted Centaurus which in mythology represents the Centaur, a beast which is half man 
and half horse.



The star chart below shows all of the major stars in Centaurus. These are listed out in the table 
below it. Stars 1 and 2 are the most important and are known as the pointer stars since they 
point to the Southern Cross. Their names are Rigel Kentaurus and Hadar.  Rigel is also 
known as Alpha Centauri and is often described as the closest star to us. It is only 4.37 light 
years away where 1 light year is  6 trillion miles! Although it appears to be one star to the 
naked eye, it is in fact 3 stars. Alpha Centauri is a sun-like star and its companion Alpha 
Centauri B is smaller. It forms a triple star system with Proxima Centauri which is actually the
nearest star to us at a mere 4.22 light years away! Alpha Centauri is a circumpolar star and is 
visible all the year round in the southern hemisphere. 



That's it for now! Until next month – happy stargazing and dark skies!

Valerie Calderbank FRAS


